
Gtechniq Basic Maintenance Kit contains: 

• 1 x Gtechniq GWash 250ml

Quick Overview
 Supreme dirt removal
 pH neutral
 Cherry fragrance

GWash has been specifically formulated to work in harmony with 
the Gtechniq range of coatings. One hundred percent 
biodegradable, GWash produces a high foam content which 
breaks the bond between the dirt film and your vehicles 
paintwork. The shampoo lubricates dirt particles, minimising
surface abrasion, maximising gloss retention.

• 1 x Gtechniq Quick Detailer 250ml

Quick Overview:
 Easy to apply
 Works with all Gtechniq coatings
 Flawless, streak-free finish

Quick Detailer has been designed to make your life easier. It makes 
buffing away watermarks, fingerprints, light dusting, or smears left 
behind after washing a breeze. As a spray on and buff product it is 
ideal for use on your cars body work, plastic and wheels. Fully 
compatible with Gtechniq coatings, Quick Detailer can be layered to 
boost gloss, slickness and durability.



• 1 x Gtechniq Tyre Dressing 250ml

Quick Overview:
 Simple application
 Non-sling formula
 100% biodegradable

Tyre Dressing is an easy apply formula that will not get slung onto 
your car’s bodywork while driving. It is bodyshop safe, repels dirt, 
and will not degrade your tyres. T2 is 100% biodegradable and can 
be used to dress your tyres for a deep black finish, after every wash.

• 1 x Gtechniq Zero Scratch Microfibre Drying Towel

Quick Overview:
 Generous 60x90cm
 High absorbency
 Helps minimise marring

The Gtechniq MF2 Zero Scratch Microfibre Drying Towel is 
designed to be as kind to paint as possible and absorb 
enough water to dry even the largest car. Any professional 
detailer will confirm the number one cause of gloss drop-off 
on paintwork is poor wash technique. With this towel you 
can be sure that the drying process is optimised and marring 
minimized.

• 2 x Gtechniq ZeroR Scratch Buff Cloth

Quick Overview:
 40 x 40 cm
 High polyamide content
 Ultra soft and very effective for removing residues
 Contains: 70% Polyester, 30% Polyamide, Ultra fine 

microfibre, 0.13 denier

This short pile, warp knit 300gsm, 40x40cm, high polyamide content 
cloth is the optimum cloth for removing residues from delicate, high 
gloss surfaces. The extra polyamide content (it has 30% vs as little as 
10% for standard cloths) and the ultra split nature of the fibres make 
the MF1 exceptionally efficient at residue removal and significantly 
softer than standard cloths.

• 1 x Gtechniq Branded Kit Bag


